2.1m min

Min 2.1 m (for marketing area and enclosure), unless the General Manager deems a greater or lesser width is necessary for safety accommodation pedestrian movement. Refer to bylaw.

0.4m min

2.33sqm max

VENDING ZONE to include windscreen, seat and waste receptacle. Refer to bylaw.
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VENDING ZONE: 2.33sqm max
- Vending zone to include windscreen, seat and waste receptacle. Refer to bylaw.

QUEUING BUFFER: 0.4m min

PEDESTRIAN CLEARWAY: 2.1m min

FURNISHING & PLANTING ZONE: varies

EDGE ZONE: 0.5m

PASSABLE SPACE: 2.5m min

Min. 0.5m (for lighting poles and structures) unless the General Manager deems a greater or lesser width is necessary to safely accommodate pedestrian movement. Refer to bylaw.
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NOTE:
1.5 METER CLEAR SPACE REQUIRED FROM ALL VERTICAL OBSTRUCTIONS INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO PARKING METERS, TREE PITS, SIGNAGE, & POLES.

2.5 METER OFFSETS REQUIRED FROM HYDRANTS, BICYCLE PARKING, UTILITY BOXES AND OTHER ELEMENTS REQUIRING ONGOING ACCESS.

CLEAR ZONES REQUIRED FROM TTC STOP POLES ARE 12M FOR REGULAR BUS ROUTES AND 16M FOR ARTICULATED BUS ROUTES.
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